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was questioning you about--he spoke in reference to the
operators of the three competitive States having the authority or
the right to vote in the general conference and arriving at or
fixing the scale of wages for West Virginia operators in the event
those operators entered the joint conference--would not the
operators of West Virginia have the same right or authority as
exercised in each of the other States to vote in fixing the scale of
prices that would obtain in the other competitive States?--A.
Absolutely; yes; and the same right to establish conditions of
employment in those fields. If they thought they were not getting
a square deal there they could establish general relations with
our people here. Q. Then West Virginia would have the same
representation and authority to act in the conferences as would
any of the other States that enter...
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This sort of pdf is every little thing and made me seeking forward and a lot more. This is certainly for all who statte
that there was not a worth reading through. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to
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The most e ective publication i ever go through. It really is writter in simple phrases and not hard to understand. I am
just easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
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